OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

No. F-5/CE (SS)/PWD/EE (SI&QC)/Cir/09/3.24 08  
Dated: 24-09-09

CIRCULAR

It is observed that the norms of QC tests for Departmental Engineers are too much & impractical. Therefore the norms of QC tests to be conducted by various officers are reviewed at Govt. level. Hence in supersession of the previous order No. CE&AS/PWD/EE(SI&QC)/D-1648 dated 06.08.2008, the revised norms of QC tests to be conducted by various officers are fixed as under:

1. Addl. Chief Engineer  
   0.5 %
2. Superintending Engineer  
   2 %
3. Executive Engineer  
   3 %
4. Assistant Engineer  
   20 %
5. Executive Engineer & Assistant Engineer (QC)  
   5 % (Combined)

It is enjoined upon all the officers to comply with revised norms with effect from 01.10.2009.

This order bears the concurrence of the Govt. vide ID No. Pr.S., PWD/1633 dated 14.09.2009

CHIEF ENGINEER (SS)
PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

No. F-5/CE (SS)/PWD/EE (SI&QC)/Cir/09/3.24 08  
Dated: 24-09-09

Copy to following for information and necessary action:

1. P.S. to Hon’ble PWM, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur w.r.t. PWM’s U.O. Note No. 307(Point no.-1 of Part-II) Dt. 15.06.2009 & approval dt. 14.09.09
2. P.S. to the Pr. Secretary, PWD, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur
3. P.S. to the Secretary, PWD, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur
4. The C.E. & A.S., CE(PMGSY) (BLDG)/(NH), PWD, Raj., Jaipur
5. Dy. Secretary, PWD G.O.R., Secretary, Jaipur
6. The Addl. Chief Engineer PWD Zone -----------------(All)
7. SE cum TA-I, SE(PMGSY)/BOT/Traffic/Roads/BLDG/AN/SS, PWD CE’s Office, Jaipur
8. The Superintending Engineer PWD Circle -----------------(All) [He will also submit report to H.O. for ensuring that the 100% test norms of agency for each activity during execution are conducted by his technical staff.]
9. The Executive Engineer, PWD, Dn. -------------------(All)
10. The Executive Engineer, PWD(SI&QC) Dn. -------------(All)
11. The Testing officers, Labs. ------------------------(All)
12. ACP., PWD, CE’s Office, Jaipur

CHIEF ENGINEER (SS)